The recently proposed asymmetry model for the highly viscous flow suggests the equality of the dielectric spectrum with the retardation part of the shear spectrum. The equality was checked using literature data, taken under carefully controlled conditions to ensure the same samples and the same temperature control in both measurements. The relation is valid in two substances at all measured temperatures. In two other substances, one can argue that there are good reasons for the deviations that one finds. A promising approach for the study of the flow process in highly viscous liquids is its comparison [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] in different techniques. One usually finds the dielectric absorption peak close to the heat-capacity one, 1-4 but the shear modulus peak is about half a decade higher in frequency. In a broad distribution of relaxation times, a modulus peak always appears at a higher frequency than a susceptibility (compliance) peak.
A promising approach for the study of the flow process in highly viscous liquids is its comparison [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] in different techniques. One usually finds the dielectric absorption peak close to the heat-capacity one, [1] [2] [3] [4] but the shear modulus peak is about half a decade higher in frequency. In a broad distribution of relaxation times, a modulus peak always appears at a higher frequency than a susceptibility (compliance) peak. 7, 8 The question is whether this is the reason here.
It is easy to convince oneself that the inversion of the dielectric susceptibility to a dielectric modulus does not solve the problem. If the difference between the static and the high-frequency dielectric susceptibility is small compared to the latter, as in the cases discussed in the present Brief Report, one gets practically no peak shift. If it is large, as in the cases of glycerol and propylene carbonate, 2 one gets a peak shift by more than two decades, much too large to explain the observed difference.
The inversion of the shear modulus G(ω) is not trivial, because its low-frequency limit is zero. In fact, one has two equivalent textbook descriptions of the shear spectrum of a liquid, 7 a relaxation spectrum H (τ ) for the description of the complex shear modulus G(ω) (τ relaxation time),
and a retardation spectrum L(τ ) for the description of the complex shear compliance,
Here G is the infinite frequency shear modulus and η is the viscosity. A third material constant hidden in this equation is the recoverable compliance J 0 e , the elastic compliance plus the integral over the retardation processes,
Equation (2) makes a separation of two independent contributions to the compliance: the retardation spectrum and the viscosity. From our gradually growing understanding of the highly viscous liquid, 9, 10 we know that both parts must come from thermally activated transitions between inherent states, stable structures corresponding to minima of the potentialenergy landscape. The retardation spectrum is due to back jumps into the initial inherent state, the viscosity is due to no-return processes. The retardation description separates these two influences, the relaxation description does not.
It has been argued that the Zwanzig-Mori formalism requires a relaxation description, 11 with the bath processes contributing both to relaxation and to viscosity. A different picture results from the asymmetry model, 12 based on experimental evidence for a strong asymmetry of the secondary relaxation. 13 In this picture, the viscous flow occurs when a distorted inner core domain does not jump back into its undistorted ground state, but relaxes by the relaxation processes of the surroundings. This implies separate viscosity and relaxation processes, so the retardation scheme should apply. Also, the viscous flow should not be accompanied by a dielectric signal, because the molecules of the inner domain do not change their orientation in the flow process. Thus one expects the equality of the dielectric spectrum with the shear retardation spectrum in the asymmetry model.
It is interesting to consider a liquid with no back-jump preference. For a stationary flow in such a liquid, the removal of the constant shear stress would only result in the immediate recoverable compliance 1/G, because there is no reason for a further back flow. There would be no retardation spectrum; the Maxwell time τ M = η/G would be the only relaxation time and GJ 0 e = 1. In a real liquid, one finds an extremely broad spectrum of relaxation times and measured values 14 of GJ 0 e of the order of 3. Numerical simulations 10 also find a large back-jump probability for the thermally activated transitions between the inherent states. Thus it is always possible to define a normalized shear retardation susceptibility χ sr ,
χ sr is normalized with respect to the compliance step; the function begins with the value 1 at low frequency and ends with 0 at high frequency. With J (ω) = 1/G(ω) and Eq. (2), one can translate Eq. (4) to
On the dielectric side, one can pragmatically 15 define a normalized dielectric susceptibility
where high is the real part of the dielectric constant in the GHz range and = s − high ( s is the static susceptibility of the liquid). This is again normalized, beginning with the value 1 at low frequency and going down to zero at high frequency. The comparison is done for four samples with a relatively small (smaller than 0.15): TPE (triphenylethylene), squalane, 1,4-polybutadiene, and DC704, a silicon oil used in diffusion pumps. 5 One way to compare is to fit G(ω), then calculate the shear retardation susceptibility from this fit and compare to the dielectric measurement. The fit is better than the data themselves, because small deviations in G(ω) at low ω tend to explode in the calculated retardation spectrum (see, for example, the increasing error bars in Figs. 3 and 4 of Schröter and Donth's paper 2 ). The fit also supplies the three parameters G, η, and J 0 e needed for the calculation of the normalized shear retardation susceptibility. If one restricts oneself to a comparison of the imaginary parts, is the only parameter which has to be adapted to the dielectric data.
The procedure does not remove the accuracy problem at low frequency completely; the position of the resulting shear susceptibility α peak remains rather sensitive to the fit parameters for G(ω). The physical reason for this is the viscosity, which overshadows the low-frequency relaxations in a shear measurement (but not in a dielectric measurement). Here, G(ω) was modeled in terms of the asymmetry model, 12 introducing as an extra parameter a width w of the cutoff at the critical barrier V c in order to get the best possible fit.
In TPE, the first example, the relation is fulfilled within experimental error. This is seen in Fig. 1 . Figure 1(a) shows the fit to G(ω), Fig. 1(b) the shear retardation susceptibility. Other temperatures yield the same result.
The same good agreement is found in squalane, our second example. Figure 2(a) shows again the fit to G(ω) at 172 K, Fig. 2(b) shows the comparison between dielectric and shear retardation susceptibility damping at two temperatures, 172 and 190 K. This case is particularly impressive, because the shift between shear modulus and dielectric peak increases from half a decade at the glass transition to one and a half at higher temperatures. Nevertheless, one finds good agreement at all temperatures, though the secondary peak is clearly weaker in dielectrics than in shear.
The third case, DC704 in Fig. 3 , does not show the perfect agreement of the two previous cases. The shear retardation susceptibility α peak lies a bit to the right of the dielectric one. However, one also finds a slightly higher negative slope in the data, indicating a decrease of the ratio of the coupling constants of the elementary relaxations to dielectrics and shear with increasing frequency. If one corrects with a decrease of 6% per frequency decade, one recovers a good fit. Again, the result does not depend on temperature.
The last case, 1,4-polybutadiene (more precisely, a mixture of 80% 1,4-polybutadiene and 20% 1,2-polybutadiene) in Fig. 4 shows strong differences, with the shear retardation susceptibility peak an order of magnitude slower than the dielectric one. Here, the deviations are much too pronounced to be repaired by the simple scaling which worked for DC704. However, this complete breakdown is in fact understandable. 1,4-polybutadiene consists of two kinds of monomers, cis and trans, with the cis-monomers responsible for the dielectric signal. A recent thorough simulation study 20 finds that their response is decidedly faster than the one of the trans monomers.
Our findings are not completely independent on our choice of a model 12 for G(ω); taking other models, one can even fit G(ω) with a diverging recoverable compliance. 5 However, the results can be checked independently by an alternative procedure. One can fit the dielectric data first with a Havriliak-Negami function (adding a Cole-Cole function for the secondary peak if necessary). With this fit, one calculates a normalized dielectric susceptibility from Eq. (6). Then, one can check whether this susceptibility describes the G(ω) data correctly according to Eq. (5), taking not only G, η, and J 0 e as free parameters, but also the time constant of the HavriliakNegami function. If this agrees with the one in the dielectric fit within experimental error (about a tenth of a decade) and if the fit is satisfactory, one again concludes that the shear retardation and dielectric fluctuation spectra agree. In our four cases, this procedure corroborated the results from the G(ω) fit, thus supporting the choice of a shear model with a finite recoverable compliance.
Note that the identity of dielectric and shear retardation spectra found in two of our four cases has a different reason from the one of energy and density fluctuation spectra in strongly correlated liquids 21, 22 with a Prigogine-Defay ratio close to 1. In that case, the identity of the spectra is due to the strong correlation of the fluctuations. In our case, dielectric and shear fluctuations are not correlated at all, because a vector cannot be correlated with a tensor for symmetry reasons. Equal spectra do not necessarily imply strong correlation, though strong correlation implies equal spectra.
The equality of the spectra must rather result from the decay mechanism. If the local strain disappears completely in a transition between two inherent states, the same must be true for the local dipole moment. In particular, the full decay of the shear strain should be accompanied by a full decay of the dielectric polarization (counterexamples are the normal modes in polymers 23 or the monoalcohols 24 ). Summarizing the experimental and numerical evidence, one has two substances with identical shear retardation and dielectric spectra at all measured temperatures within experimental accuracy and two other substances where one has good reasons to attribute the deviations to the frequency dependence of the coupling ratio. It seems to be the generic situation in glass-forming liquids that the spectra agree. Nevertheless, for particular materials microscopic peculiarities may cause significant deviations like the one in 1,4-polybutadiene.
The finding provides a solid basis for the detailed comparison of the two most important techniques in the study of highly viscous liquids. If the spectra do not agree, one can search for the microscopic reason. If the spectra agree, the two techniques are complementary. The dielectric data provide the exact shape of the retardation spectrum, in particular at the low-frequency end, which is not well seen in the shear measurement. The shear data supply the three material constants, shear modulus, viscosity, and recoverable compliance, which together with the spectrum describe the flow. Such a description opens up the exciting possibility to look for relations between the three material constants and the spectrum, to see whether one can find a new concept of the flow process, hopefully even one in which the viscosity emerges quantitatively out of the spectrum.
